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Warning
Reading this document could seriously damage
your sense of youthfulness. Those suffering
from nervous problems or of a sensitive
disposition should put this document down
immediately.
The publishers accept no responsibility for any
distress caused by readers failing to heed this
warning.
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Editors’ Note
“The actual changeover was a triumph of pre-planning and careful execution”, “The
completion of this re-engineering …says a lot for the tenacity and professionalism of those
involved ..”, “When we were all ultimately in their hands, I was confident of success and
this they delivered”. Such were the accolades showered on the PCM re-engineering
project team by senior executives and others in BBC Radio shortly after the national
network changeover.
Ten years ago this evening, watched by Neil and ourselves at Wenvoe, the last Linear PCM
decoder in the UK network decoded its last bits moments before its sustaining digital
stream, that it had faithfully converted into audio for 20 years, became unintelligible to
it. Seconds later, bang on cue, the feed was changed over at Cardiff BH and, with that
distinctive cacophony of relays and the ‘croaking’ tone of the CIP buzzer, the MkII
NICAM equipment sprung into life and immediately took over where the Linear PCM left
off. Some listeners - perhaps those legendary ‘Radio 3’ listeners – might have detected a
moment of silence but, for most, the changeover simply ‘never happened’.
Some weeks earlier, the DG, Michael Checkland, had been personally briefed, as had Liz
Forgan, MD Network Radio. In the annals of Broadcasting House, there must have been
some conversations just slightly doubtful as to whether those boys in Warwick could
actually do this. The prospect of getting it wrong was almost too frightening to
contemplate. The process would be tricky to reverse and, no matter what, in the event of
it all going wrong, a protracted period of RBS would be the minimum result. Perhaps there
were doubts on the Second Floor at Warwick too; who knows? But there was one place
where there were absolutely no doubts whatsoever. This was in the fourteen-strong
project team. Whilst contingency plans had been put in place, the prospect of failure
simply didn’t cross our minds – it just wasn’t going to go wrong and that was all there was
to it.
This was the remarkable thing about the whole operation. The BBC’s entire domestic radio
output – one of the UK’s most precious commodities - was converted to a new coding
format across the UK, Channel Isles and Isle of Man in such a way that prompted General
Manager, Resources of BBC Radio to write “Had it not been for the (very) few hiccups, it
would have been difficult to believe you had actually done the job!”. With colleagues stood
just yards from you tonight (and with some unfortunately unable to make it), we formed a
team that was formidable. And yet, as impressive as the performance was ‘on the night’, it
had been the two years of installations, planning and ‘dress rehearsals’ that really secured
our success. A vestige of the inventiveness of our own project team is caught, we hope, in
this Brochure.
10 years on we are all older and wiser – well, older anyway! Perhaps, after a decade,
there’s more than a small element of ‘rose-tinted spectacles’ here but, there’s no doubt
about it, this was some achievement. It’s hard to think of anything comparable in our
careers since then that has combined such meticulous planning, coordination and precision
teamwork. For that reason, it’s entirely justified that, 10 years on, we mark the occasion
tonight with a ‘few’ beers.
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We hope that this Commemorative Brochure will help you recall some of the wonderful
times that we had. It was hard work – damned hard work - but, unlike current times, it
just didn’t seem that way did it?
Tonight, we will also be raising our glasses to those who worked with us ‘behind the scenes’.
There were our own colleagues in the BBC; in Field Operations, in the Regional Centres
(CTA staff) and, of course, in BBC Radio. Deservedly singled-out for personal mentions
should be Nick Cutmore and Rhys Lewis at D&ED who provided the design expertise and
non-failing component-level support for those of us in the front-line. And of course there
were our long-suffering contractors! At RE UK Ltd, we had immense respect for the
never-failing good humour of their Managing Director, David (Dr DIC) Crawford. David
tolerated and accommodated our BBC archetypal thoroughness on technical performance
and build standards. In commercial negotiations, even where RE’s margin was driven down
due to unforeseen manufacturing circumstances, we both recall David’s unfailing humour
and integrity in our regular commercial negotiations at RE’s offices in Wokingham. Then,
at Despro in Sheffield, the whole thing wouldn’t have come together had it not been for
the bay design excellence, and sheer tenacity, of Gary Bell. He knew that there must be
‘secret’ to unlock the production aspects of the innovative ‘universal decoder bay’,
something that other manufacturers simply couldn’t crack. Not bad for a company that
had never done any broadcast work before and had to be taught about professional audio.
So, enjoy your evening tonight here at the Newbold Comyn Arms and see if you can
capture the magic of some of those special times. But it’s not all about the past tonight –
we also want to celebrate the present. The fact that you’re surrounded by colleagues
from a project team that existed 10 years ago says a lot about the bonds and friendships
that developed in that team. These extended far beyond the workplace and perhaps it is
there that we find the real essence of our success a decade ago.
Have a truly memorable evening* .

Newbold Comyn Arms, Leamington Spa
12th June 2003

*

ironically if you do remember it you probably didn’t!
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THE ROLL OF HONOUR
BBC Transmission
Andy Baker
Steve Carr
Steve Foden
Neil Good
Keith Hayler
Russ Inman
Jenny Inskeep
Johnny Village
Pete Melly
Richard Morris
Ian Neill
Adam Salkin
Chris Stevenson
Brent Vaughan
Mandi Faulder
Sue Nicholls
Dave Parsons

BBC Radio Projects
Nick Bentley
Graham Clifford
Bob Croom
Roger Denning
Nigel Fry
Philip Griffin
Peter Guest
Graham Whiting

BBC D&ED
Nick Cutmore
Rhys Lewis

Despro Mediplan Ltd
Gary Bell
Bob (“Laughing Boy”) Polashek

RE UK Ltd
Alan Beard
Dave (“Dr DIC”) Crawford
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The Story goes something like this ….
(Photographs courtesy of Hayler & Inman Private Collections)
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This is the draft of the memo that
spurred the Team on to their memorable
achievement
Memo to; Steve Carr
Peter Melly
Neil Good
Richard Morris
Ian Neill
Jenny Inskeep
Chris Stevenson
Steven Foden
Copy to; Russell Inman
Brent Vaughan
Andy Baker
John Village
John Ward
Subject; CCS; NICAM; Network Changeover Team,

The network changeover is looming up fast.
Russell and I are currently working on The Plan, which is slowly taking shape. You don't
need me to remind you of the potential for getting something wrong when you undertake
something of this complexity. However, we are not going to get it wrong.
As you know the 'Summit' is booked for the 12th May at Wood Norton. The fact that I'm
booking conference facilities for a day at Wood Norton hopefully demonstrates how
seriously I am treating the changeover preparation. This is going to demand a special effort
from all of us.
I know that you're all very busy right now actually doing installation work but please bear in
mind that every minute is valuable in the coming weeks. Every spare moment during your
work hours should be spent contemplating some aspect of the changeover strategy so that
you should all come to the Summit brimming with ideas. We can't afford to let some aspect
go unnoticed.
In the meantime could you please let Russ know of any suggestions that you have for the
Summit agenda, preferably by fax if possible.
So, thinking caps on, brain in gear and let's show'em how it's done!
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The Installations
Londonderry

Memory Moment …

Going to a chipshop in Derry and having to keep my mouth
firmly shut whilst Pete did the speaking! Then, shortly
afterwards, driving to the site and seeing a masked man
running along rooftops carrying a machine gun.

Memory Moment …

The fine-detail, time after time, that we went into to ‘catch’
everything that we could and avoid any nasty shocks on the
night. There were still some MkI coders and decoders in the
network. Our project schedule – and changeover plan – had to
incorporate the means of changing these to co-sited sampling
and a new line up lev el (+2.8dB). All this – for the Channel
Isles, Shetland, Llangollen & Melvaig - had to be integrated
into the national plan.

Memory Moment …

We didn’t just do one installation at each transmitting station
– we did two. Due to space constraints, before we could
install the MkII NICAM Decoder bays, we had to relocate
the Linear PCM bays to make space. These were moved onto
temporary plinths (with attendant additional feeds from the
power board). The MkII NICAM Decoder bays were then
installed in the space freed-up. Inter-bay cabling to the TIE
went into the back of the new bays. Trib H became active
immediately (replacing the MkI NICAM Decoders) but, of
course, the Linear PCM was still active for Tribs E, F, G.
Accordingly, temporary tie-lines were run from the MkII
NICAM Decoder bays to the Linear PCM bays. On the
changeover night, the in-line Varicon plugs/sockets were
simply split and the plug inserted into the back of the MkII
NICAM Decoder bay! Now how cool was that?!
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Blackhill

(Note the exemplary taste in T-shirts!)
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Rosemarkie

Andy Baker proving that he just can’t act sensible.
(an interesting ‘anorak’ note; the camera he is
using is exactly the same model as the one taking
the picture of him!)

Memory Moment …

(Received from an anonymous correspondent). Rushing back to
the hotel in Cromarty after a long day at Rosemarkie driving like
mad-men to get to the hotel before the kitchen closed. Watching
my colleague, driving an identical Rover 200 in front, go
screeching round a corner and down a small road in Cromarty,
realising that the gap was very narrow for the speed, and driving
over the top of someone's front garden wall! Result - two very
flat tyres on the nearside! Status of garden wall unknown.
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The Evesham Planning Summit

(Note the ties – even outside work hours in the pub. Slightly less by the time we got to
the curry house but still very evident. Remember when you used to look at old BBC photos
and see engineers in white coats – same sort of feeling eh?)

Memory Moment …

The whole concept of the Evesham ‘Summit’ was unheard of at
the time. Boy did it work well, though! Some years later, in a
deluge of typical corporation hype, the BBC started a
corporate scheme of ‘Breakthrough Projects’. We’d already
done exactly the same, in some style, at Evesham.
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Exactly what
was Richard
praying for?

Memory Moment …

Ian Neill’s wonderful CIP software that, driven by an output
from the Eberle PLC, converted the CIP’s personality from its
standard operation to that required for 24 channels of
NICAM whilst, at the same time, bringing the Eberle into life.
This allowed a major M&C functionality change to be effected
by the removal of one jumper - the ‘magic input’ – something
that we all appreciated in the early hours of the morning when
it’s not the time to be re-programming CIPs or even fitting
new EPROMs. The arrangement was then ‘tidied up’ later with
the fitting of the final EPROM.
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Cress flags down a passing car to get the passenger to take a photo of the assembled
(now very ‘merry’) team outside the curry house (see next photo)
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Well done Mr. Passer-by ……nice photo!
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The Changeover
Here’s an extract of The Plan that our intrepid heroes came up with
before they departed for Rowridge (just to exemplify the complexity
of the operation...)
(This is one of around 40 pages)
3

This phase instructs Manchester CTA to send the new bitstream format to all sites.

Site

Operation

Belfast BH

Ring RMI at Manchester CTA 061 200 2121 and ask Russ to send new format of bitstream to
Northern Ireland, Blackhill, Pontop Pike and Sandale.

Manchester

Russ shall countdown and announce the changeover on MPP radio 3 comms channel.

Belfast BH

Relay this information to DIVIS.

4

This phase is the actual 'crash' changeover for Belfast, Divis, Derry and Sandale.

Site

Operation

Belfast BH

At rear of NICAM decoder bays remove temp harnesses for line fed services and NRC's.
Plug in new permanent harnesses. Lock all audio C/0 units and B/S C/0 units to A side.
Remove magic input from Eberle PLC Krone panel.

Divis

Lock all tie's to A side.
Remove magic input from Eberle PLC krone panel.

Derry

Lock all tie's to A side. Remove PLQ varicon plug from rear of old audio C/0 unit.
Plug in new varicon plugs at rear of NICAM decoder bays trib E and tribG.

Sandale

Lock all tie's to A side.
At Line term bay rear (trib G) plug in spade connectors carrying D5, D4 and Dl.

Blackhill

Remove magic input from Eberle PLC krone panel.

Pontop Pike

Check new bitstream format is arriving successfully on original bitstream feed.

Memory Moment …

The NICAM Installation Guide. A file issued to every member of
the team containing everything that you would need to know on site
from change forms to equipment inventories to wiring schedules to
test schedules. Major contributors were Steve and Pete.
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Network Changeover Plan
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Rowridge
Phase 1 took place at Rowridge; a nice controlled environment fed on its own circuit from
London BH. Despite this, failure wasn’t an option as this took place on 26th and 27th May.
The next phase – a real, multi-site phase – was to begin straight after the weekend on the
1st June.
We were good, damn good, but not quite invincible!
Prior to the changeover, the PCM system was running with three tributaries (each of
2Mbit/s) of Linear PCM and one of NICAM. The Linear PCM coders inverted every
alternate bit in each audio sample. The NICAM encoders did not do this as they relied
upon an HDB3 line code, not NRZ. Therefore, with NICAM, it is possible to get long
strings of zeros in the output bitstream. Of course, some of the bitstream is signalling,
range-coding etc but the majority are the audio samples themselves.
Prior to the national changeover, a test was carried out at London BH using four tribs of
NICAM - coded and decoded. This was totally successful. The coders used were the
actual coders that were going to be carrying the new network - and using real programme
and Contribution material - thus totally representative of the final system. Paradoxically,
this is where we made our mistake.
At Rowridge, we changed over one 'side' of the TIEs to the new 24-ch NICAM
configuration. To avoid burning bridges, we left the other side on the old system and ran
it overnight just 'to be sure'! We were dismayed to find that, in the morning, there had
been serious NICAM disturbances on the new system (and only the new system).
Strangely, they began in the evening but cleared by the morning. The CRC logging showed
that the 8Mbit/s demux had experience severe problems during this period. Perhaps a
coincidental demux problem? It was sure working just fine now - no errors at all. No, we
smelt a rat. We asked London BH Control Room to put silence on all the MkII NICAM
channels and, guess what, the demux fell over. Overnight, the Contribution channels had
gone quiet and, despite activity on the Distribution channels, this put enough 'zeros' in the
aggregate bitstream to add significant d.c. content that the 8Mbit/s demux slicer couldn't
handle. (It peak holds the positive and negative edges and then sets the slicer at halfway. The problem is that it had 'creep' and its average level would wander towards the
integrated d.c. average). Of course, we had a 'get out of jail' card as a temporary - simply
leave tone on all unused Contributions until the changeover was complete when we would
then have time to develop a solution. However, we knew we could do better. Keith recalled
Rhys Lewis at D&ED commenting, a long time previous, on the ‘average’ design of the slicer
in this respect and that he had a better design up his sleeve. A phone call to Rhys and,
shortly later, we were receiving a fax with design modifications! The problem was that the
modifications called for a number of exact, high-tolerance, components that Rowridge
didn’t have on site. A look through the parts list of the MkI decoders indicated that they
contained the requisite components and so a pillaging cannibalisation process began! An
hour later, we had a modified slicer which worked beautifully with the new format
bitstream! No surprise that this warranted a little celebration in the way of a cup of tea
and a photograph or two (see below).
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All was set for the rest of the changeover. A kit of ‘slicer mod’ parts for each team
member, even including PCB drill bits! – was put together by Pete Melly!
All this sounds obvious now, but in the light of all the activities of a national changeover
(and we caught a lot of 'funnies' that would have scuppered us, such as sample format
changes on the only remaining coders and decoders in the Channel Isles and Llangollen),
you just can't catch 'em all!

(Mike Kirby demonstrating the ‘NICAM salute’, see Eng Inf, later)
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CD4/12 Slicer Modification
1. Components:
2 off 0.47u 63v Polyester
2 off 1k6 resistors
1 off 820R resistor
1 off 2k4 Resistor
2 Procedure:
See attached sketches for track mods and positions of added
component.
1.
Remove C13 and C17
2.
Drill 2 off 0.6mm holes for mounting the two 0.47u capacitors,
one leg of each capacitor in one of the existing 'C13' holes, so
that the new C's are side-by-side at right angles to the original
C13.
3.
Cut the track that connects TR4p8 to junction R28/C16 near to
plated-through hole.
4.
Cut the track that connects TR4p11 to ex-C13 (now 0.47u[a]) near
to track cut performed in 4) above. Connect the other end of
0.47u[a] to TP2 pad.
5.
Wire track from TR4p9/11 to junction R28/C16.
6.
Wire track from TR4p8 to ex-C13 track that now connects to
0.47u[a].
7.
On the track side of the board add a 2k4 resistor between TR4p8
and the 'ground' end of C20 (that nearest TR4).
8.
Remove R23.
9.
Wire ex-R23 hole nearest TR4 (effectively TR4p10) to 'free' end
of 0.47u[b].
10. Remove R21 and R22.
11. Fit 820R diagonally in holes vacated by R21, 22 so as to connect
between TR4p4 to TR4p7.
12. Fit 1k6 diagonally (astride 820R) in the remaining pair of holes
vacated by R21, 22 so as to connect between TR4p2 and TR4p6/8.
13. Remove TP3.
14. Fit 1k6 between ex-TP3 and ex-C17 holes, with the resistor lying
adjacent to R29, so as to connect between TR4p2 and TR4p10.

Memory Moment …

Even BT played their part. Pre-changeover trials over
carrying PCM on the Contribution Circuits revealed an
unexpected problem. To keep BT’s monitoring system happy,
it needs to see sync pulses on video circuits at all times.
Because of the nature of Contribution Circuits (material
comes and goes ad-hoc) BT had sync inserters that put sync
pulses on the video circuits when they are ‘quiet’. When we
put our PCM on the Contribution Circuits, because the sync
detectors (which drive the sync inserters) couldn’t ‘see’ any
syncs, they decided that they’d better put some in! For some
reason, the CD4M/8s didn’t take too kindly to seeing 8Mbit/s
PCM with nicely interleaved sync pulses every 64us! With
spectacular cooperation, BT implemented a programme to
temporarily remove sync. inserters (and also ‘make good’ the
monitoring) for the duration of our changeover programme.
Fantastic!
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Originator;
Memo to;

Keith Hayler
Richard Lawrence HAS D&ED
through HMCS
Copy to;
Russell Inman
Rhys Lewis D&ED
Subject;
M&C; NICAM; CD4/12 Slicer Modification
Please find attached a 'TED RED' and some details relating to a modification to the
CD4/12 8448 bitstream transcoder which I feel needs some further clarification. This
unit forms the front-end of the 8Mbit demux, the CD4M/8. During Phase 1 of the PCM
Re-engineering project the CD4/12 was substantially modified by the addition of a new
front-end. This work was carried out by Rhys Lewis.
Subsequent to this modification Rhys dicovered that a more symmetrical arrangement
of the NRZ slicer could have been used. However, due to the pressure of other work the
idea never made it past the stage of being an 'untried and with no guarantees'
suggestion. With the MK2 NICAM project we now have the ideal opportunity to
implement Rhys' idea and hopefully improve the 8Mbit network performance.
TED recognise the problems associated with trying to generate 8Mbits in the lab and
would be happy to field-trial any suggested modification.

Memo to:
David Birt D&ED
Copy to:
Nick Cutmore, D&ED
Richard Lawrence, HAS D&ED
Russell Inman, PE TED
Duncan Whittle, HMCS TED
Mike Salmon, TM Londonderry
David Russell, PMBN TED
Rhys Lewis, D&ED
Subject: TED/RED 14/91; CD4/12 Slicer Modification
David,
I am pleased to report that the CD4/12 modification appears to be a success. . . .

Memory Moment …

Brent’s site visit to Rosemarkie. On catching the plane home
from Inverness, Brent thought that there was a bit too much
sea below for the expected track to London Heathrow. Thank
goodness we didn’t have the pilot doing the logistics for our
project team; he had got halfway across the North Sea to
Scandinavia before remembering (after some prompting from
his passengers) that he was actually flying to Heathrow.
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Holme Moss

Keith and Jenny sitting posing helpless outside the hotel in Holmefirth as Holme Moss
gently descends into on-air chaos – the potential saviours, Russ, Keith and Jenny prevented
from getting to site by the Milk Race going past. Ah, well.
(Note the use of the Fisher Price ‘My First Mobile’)

Manchester CTA
This was the hub and nerve centre for the major ‘North of Manchester’ changeover
involving Northern Ireland, Scotl and (already changed over North of Blackhill), Sandale
and Pontop Pike. This is where they tried to electrocute the Project Leader!
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Memo received from Philip in the middle of the Changeover – it was on
a fax machine waiting for Russ on arrival at Manchester CTA
(note how this boy really knows who to copy memos to)

Memory Moment …

Keith and Neil first learnt of this exocet memo after
staggering to a phone box near Pontop Pike around midnight,
very much the worse for numerous pints of Theakstons.
Needless to say the true fire power contained therein was
mostly lost on our drunken ne’er-do-wells (who, incidentally,
had enjoyed an easy afternoon changing over Pontop
completely ‘off-line’).
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Wenvoe
(Neil taking a last lean on a linear decoder whilst it was still there for
the leaning!)

Memory Moment …

The Cue Channel! Being able to phone a number at LBH
Control Room and be connected to a dedicated 'cue-channel'
on the Linear PCM so as to broadcast to all the changeover
teams! An absolutely invaluable piece of ingenuity leading up
to, and at, the appointed changeover time for each phase.
Bearing in mind the jokes, songs and other material that was
'broadcast' over this channel in the 'downtime', thank
goodness LBH didn't accidentally patch it to an active
Distribution channel!
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London Broadcasting House
The last ever PCM Re-Engineering Project Meeting
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The Kit
MkII NICAM Decoder Bay

The photos below show the special U-link panel devised for the bay together with the
innovative Configuration Cards (“Personality Cards”). What an innovative concept and
amazing piece of engineering by Despro!
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Now it’s time to test your memory. Here comes Chris Tarrant – but don’t worry, Mr
Whittock is at hand to offer some help.

What is the equipment code of the MkII NICAM Decoder?
CD4S/17
CD3M/33

CD2M/31
Cough!
Cough!

CD2M/8

RDS/NICAM Test Jig
Produced by the magical duo of Neill/Salkin despite distractions from Admin department
across the quadrangle from the test room where it was developed and built.
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MkII NICAM Rosemarkie Coder Controller Bay
What a beast! Could any more cable and equipment be packed into one bay?!
And how do Ops maintain it?!
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What could possibly go wrong?....
an alternative log of unplanned events by KLH
(transcribed from the back of his well-thumbed Changeover Plan)
??

Keith’s car broke down

??

Richard’s car broke down

??

The Glasgow coders weren’t aligned on changeover day (hence RMI memo to Radio Projects and their
response included later in this Commemorative Colour Brochure)

??

BT started centralised switching on Day 1

??

R2 was turned off in the middle of the night

??

R3 was turned off in the middle of the day!

??

R1 was turned off in the middle of Steve Wright and expensive guest

??

The BH coders were set to interleaved

??

The bitstream slicer didn’t work with the new bitstream

??

British Airways threatened to strike

??

The protection circuit clamped the zeros

??

The IRA threatened to blow up Belfast BH

??

British Airways did go on strike

??

The IRA threatened to blow up Pete’s hotel

??

The Bomb Disposal Unit almost wrecked Pete’s hire car

??

Holme Moss to Manchester V1 circuit went duff . . so did V3!

??

Sutton Coldfield team decided to test a new 7GHz PA in service

??

Holme Moss team decided to do a fade test at Macclesfield Forest

??

The Milk Race went past Holme Moss on changeover day – closed roads!

??

Manchester Comms tried to electrocute the Project Leader

??

Northern Ireland remarkably came good when BT replaced a ‘perfectly good’ DA

??

Peterborough link demodulator went sick on us

??

Tick Hill fell over

??

Cardiff Comms lent us a duff contribution circuit

??

The router fell over

??

A ‘live’ cross plug was removed . . because ‘it was the wrong colour’ (thank you BT)

?? Mercury Communications broke the Manchester PBX on Northern Ireland night

Memory Moment …

Picture it; Pontop Pike, Neil atop a step ladder, card on extender,
tweaker in one hand, phone in the other (and we’re not talking cordless
here) trying his best to line up a Mk2 Decoder and get on Steve Wright
in the Afternoon at the same time . . . (he failed!)
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Memos of Congratulation!
(Note how this boy doesn’t know who to copy memos to!)

Memory Moment …

With Brent in Belfast, getting stopped at an army checkpoint
and being asked to produce ID. Brent’s was in his coat pocket
under a pile of stuff on the back seat. Suddenly Brent
reached behind into the back seat and swung a long object out
shrouded in a coat. That the object was a crooklock (then
standard issue with all hire cars in NI) was probably not
initially what sprung to the squaddie’s mind judging by the
look on his face at this point.
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(But this boy sure does …..!)
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(even Philip finally came round . . .)
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Finances
Total CEP Approvals: £3,724,336
(writing a CEP for approval to get blood out of a stone would have been easier!)

Article Written for ‘Eng Inf’
by Keith & Russ
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Thank you
Neil!
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PCM Channel Allocation Chart
(a project in itself!)
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And when it was all over . .
(remember the recent hoo-ha over 2LO going to
the Science Museum? . . well, we beat them to
it by 9 years!)
Letter to :

Roger Bridgeman, Curator (Communications)
The Science Museum,
Exhibition Road,
London,
SW7 2DD.

Dear Mr.Bridgeman,
Further to my recent telephone conversations with Derek Hudson please find enclosed some early
'publicity' information about the equipment that we have available. As discussed we have one complete
coder bay and one complete decoder bay available and I have indicated the size of the equipment on the
paperwork.
This equipment has formed the backbone of the BBC's nationwide distribution system for Radio
programmes for some 20 years now, conveying all of the MF and VHF programme material from
Broadcasting House to the many remote transmitters. As the document states the use of PCM techniques
enabled this entire distribution of 13 channels of broadcast-quality audio along a network of vision links
and as such I believe it represented a 'first'. This equipment has now been superseded by a modern
equivalent which, by the use of the 'NICAM' companding technique, is capable of conveying 24 channels
along the same network.
We are obviously keen that this technological milestone in broadcast history should not be forgotten and
hence would be pleased if the Museum could find a place for this equipment. Aside from the enclosed
information we also have other technical documentation in the form of a maintenance handbook.
As discussed with Mr Hudson I will be in touch shortly with more details on the exact location of the
equipment and hopefully some arrangements for you to view it.

Ariel Article
Part of broadcast engineering history is to be preserved for posterity by the Science
Museum in London. The museum have accepted the donation of a 'Linear PCM' coder and
decoder, originally installed at London Broadcasting House and Wrotham. The museum
recognises that this BBC-developed equipment 'clearly represents an important milestone
in the transmission of high quality sound for broadcasting ....and should be preserved' and
will hold the units in storage for possible future display.
The Pulse Code Modulation system, which distributed radio programmes from Broadcasting
House to Network Radio transmitters nationwide for over 20 years, was an essential
element in the introduction of stereo FM broadcasting. Following a recent major reengineering project the distribution is now performed by the more bit-rate efficient
NICAM system.
If anyone who was involved with the development of the PCM system has any relevant
archive information the museum will gratefully accept material for filing with the
equipment. Please contact Keith Hayler on Warwick 16180 if you have anything of interest.
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Calamity Corner
(or ‘ . . you can’t make an omelette . . ‘ )
Now, you would expect our crack Team to have been good at every aspect of the job in
hand. You would be right. A vital, but often overlooked part, of a project such as ours was
the ability to disconnect things (the clue is in the term ‘changeover’). Ideally we would
have liked to keep our disconnection activity to ourselves. Being modest unassuming
engineers we just didn’t have the right psyche for on-air activities (otherwise we’d have all
become DJ’s). However, there was the odd occasion when our inventiveness spilled over
into the public domain.
We liked to think of these spontaneous programme events as fortuitous accidents of
creative activity. However, Network Radio had the unfortunate habit of using the rather
ugly term ‘shutdown’ when referring to some of our less private moments 1 . We hope that
you enjoy our little cavalcade of catastrophe. One thing is for sure, to produce results like
this with such innovation and panache takes skills only ever associated with true masters
of their particular craft. Enjoy!

I thought I’d keep it even more local . . .
The scene was Holme Moss. A lot of bay-shifting and cable (re-)routing was involved.
Jenny had left site, leaving her wireman Carl with explicit instructions about which cables
should be severed (cut just doesn’t seem a strong enough word . . . read on . .). Carl
dutifully followed his instructions to the word, cutting the (mis-) labelled cables with the
alacrity and finality that only a D&ED wireman could summon. It was 8am . . primetime local
radio . . the VHF outputs of three, yes dear reader, three entire local radio operations
suddenly ceased. Now, there’s no amount of peering down the open end of a piece of PIN20
that is going to make the audio magically jump across to the right bay and get you out of
the mire. The local staff and hapless wireman became horribly aware of this fact.
Class, true class.

Radio 3 presents; Performance Art, Opus #34, live from Wenvoe
Very little detail now exists as to how this particular performance came about. However, if
John Cage thinks that recording 4’33” of someone sitting at a piano and not actually
playing it is clever . . then ~40’ of 250kW of VHF radiation conveying absolutely no musical
content whatsoever is pure ‘king genius! Not only that, but to top it off with a grand finale
of test tone at +8 defies accolade.
Neil Good was the skilful practictioner on this occasion and he reports that his Ops team
‘buddy’ Keith Winnard supported the theory that they were responsible for a sudden rise
in the hospital admission rate in South Wales that evening.
1

just the ones they got to hear about!
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Picture the more senior of South Wales’ Radio 3 listenership settling down to some
soothing classical music of an evening. Mmmmm, nice, even more soothing than they’d
anticipated . . . zzzzzz . . WHAT THE
doooff!!!!

An Innovation in Programming that even the Network Radio hadn’t
thought of . .
This one takes some explaining . . but, trust me, the effort is worth it. The first phase of
NICAM project had involved converting the ‘line rate’ to 8Mb/s. It did this partly by
pulling off the really neat trick of converting the 6Mb/s ‘linear’ stream into 3 x 2Mb/s and
sending it up the first three tributaries within the 8Mb/s stream. At the far end the
three tributaries were put into a converter that made them back into linear PCM. Brilliant
. . but then they weren’t anticipating the inventiveness of TED, as exemplified by the
complete lack of protection afforded to this cunning technique.
During work at Blackhill Neil not only managed to cross-connect two of the ‘linear’
tributaries twixt demux and mux, but also in putting them to air. Now, the exact details
are once again lost in the sands of time, but the downstream linear decoders managed to
present outputs that were just about any combination of mono and stereo sources of
whatever quality and programme content that you care to think of. The detail is irrelevant
really . . whichever permutation you think of it clearly wasn’t anything like Network Radio
intended.
Fortunately the results of some of this wizardry never even made it to public ears . .
because the LF and MF transmitters closed down due to the lack of continuity tones on
the VHF programmes that they were being presented with. Close shave there then, Neil!
Unfortunately, however, some stereo VHF services were made up of random L/R
permutations of mono AM radio feeds, complete with continuity tones (eat your heart out,
Mr Cage!).
What a truly stupendous achievement! When reporting his little mishap to his SPE he was
greeted with the response; “Surely that’s not possible, there must be some built-in
protection”. “Oh, no”, came the reply, “there isn’t . . because I’ve tried it again since” (offline of course!).
Anyway, in the true ‘never take anything that seriously’ style of the Team this true
milestone in innovative radio programming even got branded . . Radio Random!
The last word on this one, though, just has to go to Steve Carr, who is credited with the
immortal strapline for our new service; “Don’t tune to us, we’ll tune to you!”
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As a final footnote here is a montage of those lucky souls that managed to make it to the
re-union (except Richard who managed to avoid two cameras all evening . . unlike him!).
Award for Most Notable Attendance Effort must go to Ian V, who travelled down from
Edinburgh especially for the occasion (and such a lovely smile, too). Best Excuse for Not
Attending goes to Adam Salkin for claiming to be commissioning a broadcast centre in
New York for his employer, Sony. From his emails we could tell he was tempted though.
n.b. a good few more people than this attended the re-union but, as is the tradition with
such things, the spirit of open invitation enticed many more than just PCM-ers along.
Needless to say , a great time was had by all.
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